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GROTHENDIECK GROUPS FOR HYPERSURFACE RINGS
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(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. Let R and 5 be commutative complete noetherian local Goren-

stein domains. If the category of finitely generated maximal Cohen-Macaulay

modules over R and S are stably equivalent and the equivalence commutes

with the first syzygy functors, then we show that the Grothendieck groups for

R and S are isomorphic. In particular, we apply this result to hypersurface

rings.

Introduction

Let R and S be complete commutative local noetherian Gorenstein rings

and A and A' algebras over R and S respectively such that A and A' are

finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay modules over R and 5, respectively. We

denote by CM^(A) the category of all finitely generated A-modules which are

Cohen-Macaulay modules over 7?. If CMÄ(A) denotes the category CMÄ(A)

modulo all finitely generated projective A-modules and there exists an equiv-

alence a: CMÄ(A) —► CM5(A') that commutes with the first syzygy, we show

that the stable Grothendieck groups are isomorphic (see §1 for definition). In

particular we apply this to selfinjective artinian algebras over commutative local

(Gorenstein) rings and to commutative complete noetherian local Gorenstein

domains. These results are shown by using functor categories and using results

from [2-5].

The main motivation for this work was the hypersurface case. Let T =

k[[zx, ... , zr]] be the formal power series ring in the indeterminates z¡ over

an algebraically closed field k of characteristic different from 2. If / is a

nonzero nonunit in T, then it is shown in [8] that the stable categories of

Cohen-Macaulay modules over 7? = T/(f) and S = T[[x, y]]/(f + xy) are

equivalent and the equivalence commutes with the first syzygy. If R is a domain

it follows from [3, Chapter 3, Proposition 1.1] that the Grothendieck group for
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R is determined by the stable Grothendieck group of the category of Cohen-

Macaulay modules over R. So, by using the general result mentioned above, we

show that the Grothendieck groups for R and S are isomorphic. This result

was known when 7? is a domain of finite Cohen-Macaulay type because of

the following additional facts. The ring 7? is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type if

and only if 5 is [8]. If 7? is a domain of finite Cohen-Macaulay type, then

the Grothendieck group of 7? is determined by the stable AR-quiver for the

category of Cohen-Macaulay modules over 7? [3, Chapter 2, Proposition 2.2

and Chapter 3, Proposition 1.1 (b)].

We end the paper by giving an example showing that we cannot remove the

assumption that both rings are domains.

Basic results

In this section we recall definitions and results from [2-5] that will be used

to prove our main result. Further, we show a result about stable Grothendieck

groups for not necessarily commutative rings, that we apply to stably equivalent

selfinjective artinian algebras over commutative local (Gorenstein) rings.

Let R be a complete commutative local noetherian Gorenstein ring, A an

7?-algebra that is a finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay module over 7?, and

let CMR(A) denote the category of all finitely generated A-modules that are

Cohen-Macaulay modules over 7?. For an additive category W denote by

Mod W the category of additive functors from Wop to the category of abelian

groups and by   mod W the category of finitely presented functors Mod W, that
(   f)

is, functors F € Modíf which have a presentation ( , A)   -^   ( , B) —> F —> 0

for some /: A —► B in fê. If 3°(A) denotes the category of finitely gen-

erated projective A-modules, we denote by CMÄ(A)/^"(A) = CMfi(A) the

category GMÄ(A) modulo the finitely generated projective A-modules. In

mod CMÄ(A) let ( , A) denote HomA( , A)/P( , A), where P(X, A) is all the

A-homomorphisms from X to A that factor through a projective A-module.

Then, observing that the proofs in [2,4,5] work with only cosmetic changes,

the following results are still true in our setting, where projective and injective

always mean Ext-projective and Ext-injective, respectively.

Proposition 1 [2,5]. (a) All the projective objects in modCMfi(A) are of the

form ( , A) for some A in C_MÄ(A).

(b) All the injective objects in modCM/i(A) are of the form ExtA( , A) for

some A in C_MÄ(A).

(c) If 0 —» A —► B -£» C —» 0 is an exact sequence in CMR(A) without split

exact summands, then we have

(i)   0 —► ( , A)   -^   ( , B)  -^ ( , C) —> F —> 0 is a minimal projective

resolution of F = coker( , g) in modCMR(A).

(ii)    ( , A) ( d] ( ,B){^]( , Ç) — F — 0 is the start of a projective

resolution of F in modCM„(A) which is minimal in the first two steps.
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(iii)    0-tF-t ExtA(  > ̂ ) —* ExtA(  > B)  is me start °fa minimal

injective resolution of F in mod CMÄ (A).

Theorem 2 [4]. Let A, B, and C be in CMÄ(A) without any nonzero projective

summands, where A is indecomposable.
f g

(a) Let 0^.4—►TisT3—>C—>0 be an exact sequence without split exact

summands in CMÄ(A), where P is in 3°(A) and f ^ 0 in F\omx(A, B).

Then,

( ,A){M( ,B){^] ( ,Q^F^0
is the start ofa minimal projective resolution of F = coker( , g) in modCMÄ(A)

and the injective envelope of F is indecomposable.

(b) Let ( , A) A ( , B_) -^ ( , C) —» F —> 0 be the start of a minimal projective

resolution of F = cokerf in modCMÄ(A), where the injective envelope of F

is indecomposable. Then there exists an exact sequence

0^A^B®P-^C->0

without split exact summands in CM.R(A), where P is in 3°(A) such that

p = ( , f) and v = ( , g).

Proposition 3 [4]. Let S and A! satisfy the same assumptions as R and A.

Let a: CMr(A) -* CM«, (A') be an equivalence, 0->A^B®P^+C^0

an exact sequence in CMR(A) with no split exact summand, A, B, and C

without any nonzero projective summands and P projective. Assume that A is

indecomposable and f is not zero in HomA(^, 77).   Then there is an exact

sequence 0 —► a(A) U a(B) © Q ^* a(C) —» 0 in CMS(A'), with no split exact

summands, where Q is projective, a(f) = f_  and a(g_) = g[ .

Let 7i0(modA) be the free abelian group on all isomorphism classes of

modules in mod A modulo the relations given by all the exact sequences in

mod A. For a module A in mod A we denote by [A] the corresponding

element in the free abelian group on all isomorphism classes of modules in

mod A. It is well known that the Grothendieck group 7C0(modA) is isomor-

phic to K0(CMR(A)). If in addition A is a local ring, there is an exact sequence

of groups 0 — Z -» K0(CMR(A)) -* KQ(CMR(A)) ̂  0, and if A is local do-

main, the sequence splits [3, Chapter 3]. Here, K0(CMR(A)) is the free abelian

group on all isomorphism classes of modules in CMÄ(A) without any nonzero

projective summands, modulo the relations [A] + [C] - [77], if there exists an

exact sequence 0 -+ A ® Px ->B®P2-*C®P3-*0 in CMÄ(A) with 7J/

in 3°(A) for / = 1,2,3. Let A and A' be algebras over 7? and S respec-

tively, where 7? and S are arbitrary complete commutative local noetherian

Gorenstein rings, such that A (A') is a (maximal) Cohen-Macaulay 7?-module

(S-module) and HomÄ(Aop,7?) (Horns((A/)op, S)) is a projective A-module

(A'-module). In this setting, we show that KÜ(CMR(A)) ~ 7C0(CM5(A/)) if

CMR(A) and CM5(A') are equivalent and the equivalence "commutes" with
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the syzygy functors. Our assumptions hold for Gorenstein 7?-orders, where

7? is as above. We recall that for an equidimensional Gorenstein ring T a

noetherian T-algebra F is said to be a Gorenstein T-order if F is a (maxi-

mal) Cohen-Macaulay T-module and if F is isomorphic to Homr(r, T) as

two-sided T-modules [1].

In the proof of the above-mentioned result we need that modCMÄ(A), like

the category CM(7?) = CMR(R), has the property that the injective and projec-

tive objects coincide.

Lemma 4. Let R and A be as above. Then the injective and projective objects

in mod CMR (A) coincide.

Proof. Since R is Gorenstein, D - HomÄ( ,7?) is a duality on the category of

Cohen-Macaulay modules over 7?, and therefore, D: CMÄ(A) —♦ CMR(Aop) is

also a duality. Since AA ~ AD(Aop), all injective modules in CMÄ(A) are also

projective. For A in CMR(A) without any nonzero injective summands we

have the following exact sequence in CM^(A) without split exact summands,

0 —> A —► 7 —► fl~ A —► 0, where 7 is injective (and projective) in CMÄ(A). It

follows from Proposition 1 that we have the following exact sequence.

( , 7) - ( , QAU) - ExtA( , A) - ExtA( , 7).

Since both end terms of this sequence are zero, ( , Q~ A) ~ ExtA( , A) and

similarly ( , A) ~ ExtA( , QA), hence the injective and projective objects in

mod CMR (A) coincide.

Let A and A' be algebras over 7? and S respectively, where R and S

are arbitrary, complete, commutative, local, noetherian Gorenstein rings, such

that A (A') is a (maximal) Cohen-Macaulay 7?-module (S-module) and

HomÄ(Aop,7?) (Horns((A')op, S)) is a projective A-module (A'-module). Let

QA   (QA) denote the first syzygy in mod A  (mod A').

Theorem 5. Let A, A', R, and S be as above. If there exists an equivalence

a: CM^(A) —► CM_?(A/) such that fiA* o a ~ a o C¿A on objects, then

^o(CMÄ(A))^7i0(CM5(A')).

Proof. In the following way we choose a particular set of generators for the

relations in TCqÍCM^A)) . If [A] + [C] - [77] is a relation in 7Ç0(ÇMA(A)),
then there exists an exact sequence 0 —> A®PX —> B®P2—> C ®P3 —»0, where

the Pj are projective in CMÄ(A) for i = 1, 2, 3 . Suppose that A ~ Ax@ A2.
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Then we have the following diagram in CMÄ(A).

0 0

1 I
0   -» Ax Ax       -*        0

I I I
0   -♦    AX@A2®PX    -*   B@P2    -*    C®P}    -»    0

Ï I II
0   ^        A2@PX        ->       E       -»    Ce7>3    ->   o

I I I
0 0 0

It follows that [A] + [C] - [77] = ([Ax] + [E] - [77]) + ([A2] + [C] - [E]), hence

every relation is a sum of elements of the form [A] + [C] - [77], where A is

indecomposable, and there exists an exact sequence 0 —► A® Px —» 77 © P2 —►

C © P3 —► 0 with Pj projective for i = 1,2,3. Since A is injective (and

projective) in CMÄ(A), P, and P3 split off, so that every relation is a sum of

elements of the form [,4] + [C] - [77], where A is indecomposable, A , B, and

C without any nonzero projective summands and there exists an exact sequence

0-^ A^ B®P -^C ^0 in CMR(A) with P projective.

Define à: KQ(CMR(A)) -> ^(ÇJVyA')) by ä([A]) = [a(A)] for A in
CMR(A). Next, we want to show that à is well defined. It is enough to show

that à applied to any generator for the relations in K0(CMR(A)), is zero in

K0(CMS(A')). Let 0 -» A -L 77©F -^ C -> 0 be an exact sequence in CMÄ(A)

with no split exact summands, where A , 77 , and C have no nonzero projective

summands in CM.R(A), A is indecomposable, and P is projective in CMR(A).

If / ^ 0 in HornAM, 77), then Proposition 3 implies that there exists an exact

sequence 0 —► a(A) —> a(B) © Q —► a(C) —> 0 in CMS(A') with Q projective.

Hence, à([A] + [C] - [77]) is zero in /^(ÇJVyA')). If / = 0, then it follows
( ,g)

from Theorem 2 that 0 —> ( , B_)   -+(,£_)—* coker( , g) -* 0 is a minimal

projective resolution of coker( , g) in   mod ÇMR(A). Since the resolution is

minimal and ( , B_) is injective in   mod CMÄ(A), 77 = (0) and our original

sequence is of the form 0—► QAC —> 7* —► C —>0, which gives the relation

[C] + [CiAC] in 7I0(CMÄ(A)). Then à([C] + [QAC]) = [a(C)] + [a o QAC] =

[«(C)] + [QA-(a(C))], which is 0 in K0(CMJA')), so that q is a well-defined

homomorphism.

Since a is an equivalence, a is obviously onto. Now, we use the inverse,

a~x , of a to define a map a~x : KQ(CMS(A')) -> KQ(CMR(A)), which will be

an inverse of à. Hence, à is an isomorphism.

Corollary 6. Let A and A' be selfinjective artinian algebras over R and S

respectively, where R and S are commutative local (Gorenstein) rings. If A has

no ring summand of Loewy length 2 and the categories mod A ¿z«¿7 mod A'

¿zr<? equivalent, then

7fQ(mod A) ~ K0(mod A').
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Proof. Assume that a : modA —► modA' is an equivalence. It is shown in [4,

Theorem 4.4 (b)] that if A has no indecomposable ring summand of Loewy

length 2, then Q.A,oa ~ aoi2A on all indecomposable nonprojective A-modules.

The MAIN RESULT

For a commutative Cohen-Macaulay ring 7? let CM(7?) denote the category

of all finitely generated maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over R and CM(7?)

the stable category of CM(7?). Then we have the following results, where £lR

denotes the first syzygy in CM(7?).

Theorem 7. Let R and S be commutative complete noetherian local Goren-

stein domains. Assume that CM(7?) and CM(S) are stably equivalent by an

equivalence a: CM(7?) -+ CM(5) such that Qs o a ~ a o ÇlR on objects. Then

K0(modR)~K0(modS).

Proof. As mentioned just after Proposition 3, there exists an exact sequence of

groups

n: 0 - Z -» 7C0(CM(7v)) -* KQ(CM(R)) -» 0

and the sequence splits if R is a domain [3, Chapter 3]. Since by Theorem 5

Kq(ÇM(R)) ^Ko(CM(S)) and R and S are domains, we have

7C0(mod7x) ~ 7í0(CM(7x)) s¿ KQ(CM(S)) ~ 7<"0(modS).

Now we apply our results to hypersurface rings. Let T = k[[zx, ... , zl] be

the formal power series ring in the indeterminates z¡, and k an algebraically

closed field of characteristic different from 2. Let / be a nonzero nonunit in T,

R = T/(f) and S = T[[x, y]]/(f + xy). Then, CM(R) and CM(S) are stably
equivalent and the equivalence a : CM(R) —> CM(5) satisfies Qs o a ~ a o QR

on objects [8].

Corollary 8. If R = T/(f), S = T[[x, y]]/(f + xy) and R is a domain, then

K0(modR) ~ K0(modS).

As mentioned in the introduction it is known that if R and S are as in

the above corollary and if R is a domain of finite Cohen-Macaulay type, then

KQ(modR) ~ 7C0(modS). The computations of these groups for all hypersur-

face rings of finite Cohen-Macaulay type are given in [6]. We will end this

paper with an example showing that one cannot remove the assumption that

both rings are domains from Theorem 7 and Corollary 8.

Example. Let T = k[[zx, z2]] be the formal power series ring over an alge-

braically closed field k of characteristic different from 2 in the indeterminates

z, and z2, f = z, and 7? = T/(f). Then / is the A^ singularity in di-

mension 1 and all the indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay modules over R are

explicitly known [7].   They are  R,  MQ = T/(zx),  Mr = T /lmtpr, where
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tpr = ( z¿ fAz )'■ T2 -» T2  for natural numbers r > 1.   It is easy to find the

following exact sequences in CM(7?)

0-*M0^R^M0^0

and

0 — M0 -h. Mr -» M0 -> 0,

so that A"0(mod7?) is generated by one element [M0].

If R' = k[[zx ]]/(/), then R = R'[[z2]]. Since 7? is a flat Tv'-module and z2

is a nonzero divisor for all the Cohen-Macaulay modules over 7?, the functors

F = 7?<g>Ä,-: CM(R') -> CM(7?) and G = R/(z2)®R-: CM(R) -> CM(R') are

exact functors, and the composition G o F is isomorphic to the identity functor

on CM(7?'). Hence, 7C0(mod7?') is a summand of 7<T0(mod7?) and, since 7?'

is an artinian local ring, K0(modR') — Z. Therefore K0(modR) = Z, since

K0(modR) is a factor of Z and Z is a summand of A"0(mod7?).

Let S = T[[x, y]]/(zx + xy), which is the A^ singularity in dimension 3.

Using that CM(7?) and CM(S') are stably equivalent [8] we can find all the

indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay modules over S and they are

,2    /.       ( X       Z
S,M0 = (T[[x,y]]y /Im(

and

Mr = (T[[x, y]])4 /Im

( x      0 z, z2\

Ox 0 -z,

z,     Zj -y 0

VO    -z, 0 -y/
for r > 1 .

As above, it is easy to find the following exact sequences in CM(5)

0 -» M0 -» S2 -» M0 -> 0

and

0-A70-»A/r^M0^0,

so that AT0(mod5) is a factor of Z © Z2.

If 5"' = /:[[z,, x, y]]/(z, + xy), then S' is of finite Cohen-Macaulay type

(Ax singularity) and we can use the stable AR-quiver for the category CM(S')

to calculate K0(modS') — Z © Z2. Similarly, as above, A"0(mod.S ) is a sum-

mand of Ti^modS) and, therefore, ^(modS1) = Z©Z2. So, 7£0(mod7?) qk

KQ (modS) and, therefore, one cannot remove the assumption that both rings

are domains from Theorem 7 and Corollary 8.
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